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Abstract

The improvement of Text-to-Speech (TTS) synthesizers’
speech quality and naturalness is a continuous concern of
researchers worldwide. The present paper gives a brief
introduction of several previous Hansori TTS systems and is
introducing our approach on experimenting, adopting and
implementing corpus-based techniques for the system. We are
focusing on corpus selection, on the optimal unit search
criteria, on the missing unit (triphone unit) replacement
handling, and we present some useful development tool
options included in the trial version of the system.

1. Introduction

The Korean Hansori TTS (Text-to-Speech) synthesizer was
developed by Korea Telecom in several versions during the
past few years. One of the first versions, known as Hansori 96
contained a wavelet-based speech synthesis module, which
was similar to the Linear-Predictive PSOLA (LP-PSOLA)
method [1]. Pitch alteration and duration control were
performed on the level of the residual signal, which assured
better speech quality than the classical Time Domain PSOLA
(TD-PSOLA) .

Hansori 97 (the next version) was updated with an
enhanced text analyzer and prosody generator. The Text
Analyzer was composed of four modules: a morphological
analysis, a Part of Speech (POS) tagging, a syntactic analysis
and an allophone list generating module [2]. Morphological
and Syntactical analysis are needed to be used in Korean TTS
systems because the pronunciation of Korean eojeol is
influenced by its morphological structure and syntactic role
(an eojeol is composed of one or more morphemes and in
written form it is separated from neighbored eojeols by a
space and/or a punctuation mark).

Hansori 2000 adopted a new approach of developing
TTS systems, namely the corpus-based approach. As well
known, corpus-based TTS systems have the advantage to
generate more natural sounding speech, with very high
segmental and supra-segmental quality, especially for texts
belonging to the domain of the chosen corpus. Taking into
account that for the Korean language, in pronunciation, two
vowels can be separated by maximum 2 consonants, the
adopted basic units were VCCV units, which seamed to be
very suitable. VCCV units, as known, contain the segment
delimited by the centers of two consecutive vowels, fully
including one, two or no consonants. VCCV units being
longer units than diphone or triphone, were expected to assure

better supra-segmental quality, and more natural synthetic
speech. On the other hand, the concatenation of units may be
performed on the middle of vowels, which are stable from
acoustical point of view, so the concatenation can be done in
a similar way and simply like the concatenation of vowels in
case of diphone units. It was expected that concatenation of
VCCV units would assure smooth transitions. Theoretically
this is true, but as we concluded in a later phase, from
perceptually point of view the human auditory organ is more
sensitive to spectral mismatches on the stable portion of the
vowels than else, as on the boundaries of phonemes where
slower or faster transitions occur naturally. Spectral
mismatches happen to occur especially in the case of
concatenation of VCCV units with low population, where it is
hard to select the desired units required by prosody, (having
the desired pitch and intensity contour, and desired duration)
and also to have similar spectral features on the concatenation
points. Even selecting a given unit which should satisfy only
the requirements of the prosody - without taking into account
concatenation requirements - is difficult because VCCV units
are relatively long units, presenting a huge variety of prosodic
features. In order to eliminate the above disadvantages of the
VCCV units, Hansori 2001 was developed using triphone
units.

2. Unit, Corpus Selection

As introduced in chapter 1, Hansori 2001 is using triphones
as basic acoustical unit of the sound inventory. The set of
implemented triphones and the speech corpus (speech
database) were established by analyzing an initial huge
corpus of 967,000 phonetically and syntactically balanced
sentences belonging to general domain. Based on this a list of
19,210 individual triphones was determined covering from
phonetic point of view the entire above corpus. By applying
some clustering considerations (joining under a unique name
different triphones which have similar acoustical properties),
the above initial number was reduced to 14,778 triphones.

In a second step a statistical analysis was performed on
the same corpus to extract the prosodic distribution and
frequency of the above 14,778 triphones. The prosodic
distribution was artificially predicted by generating these
features as the output of the prosody module.

 A third step had the goal the select from the 967,000
sentences of the initial corpus, those which cower all 14,778
initially established triphones in order to establish the final
speech (speech DB) of the system. This step was performed
taking into account the goal to cower as much as possible the
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previous determined range of prosodic distribution, and the
initial appearance frequency of the units. Unfortunately there
is no straightforward method to determine a minimal sized,
unique and optimal corpus keeping all the above
considerations, certain compromises had to be admitted in
order to obtain a realistic size of the final corpus. Three
versions of corpus having different sizes were generated,
allowing less or more deviations from the above-mentioned
rules. The number of selected sentences and the
correspondent speech DB sizes are shown in Table 1:

Table 1: Number of sentences and size of the corpus

Version No. Of
sentence

Speech DB size
at 16 KHz/PCM

Version 1
Version 2
Version 3

6.150
6.678
8.084

897 MB
917 MB

1.080 MB

3. Synthesizer Module

As known, the main difference between “classical” (PSOLA,
LPC, LSP, Formant) and corpus-based speech synthesizers is
that, while the previous are performing (each in its specific
way) pitch, duration, and intensity alteration of the initial
and unique speech units (in order to assure the requested
prosodic features of the units) the second one are searching
for an optimal unit from a larger set of candidates. A corpus-
based synthesizer usually doesn’t apply DSP techniques in
order to modify the acoustic features of the units.

3.1. Unit Search Module

As proposed by Campbell and presented in [3], finding the
optimal set of candidate units ( )N

N uuu ,...,1=  which

approaches the desired target units ( )N
N ttt ,...,1=  is

related to minimizing a cost (distance) function, which
contains two main components: a so-called target (candidate
to target) distance ( )ii

t utD , , and a so-called concatenation

(candidate to previous candidate) distance ( )ii
c utD , . In our

implementation the target distance comprises the pitch
distance, intensity distance, duration distance, phone-
environment distance and break index distance, each with a
given weight:
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The concatenation distance comprises in similar manner
the pitch distance, intensity distance and cepstral distance on
the boundaries of two neighbor units, each with a given
weight also:
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The total distance is defined as the weighted sum of all
target and concatenation distances for the given sequence of
target and candidate units:
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 The optimal sequence of candidate units, called selected
units
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Taking into acount that for each phoneme (phoneme
class) the importance and perceptually relevance of the
estimated target parameters are different, the above specified

t
BI

t
phenv

t
dur

tt
pitch wwwww ,,,, int  target weights are actually

not constant. For example in case of vowels or voiced
consonants pitch plays an important role,  so the

correspondent weight 
t
pitchw  has a relativly high value,

(higher for vowels, lower for voiced consonants) where in
case of unvoised consonants, the same weight is zero.
Actually, from mathematical and implementational point of

view, we considered that the each 
tw target weight comprises

a 
tW basic weight and a phoneme class depenent target

factor 
tf

ttt fWw =
The same consideration was applied also in the case of

concatenetation weights. It is trivial the fact that there are
other vital concatenetation requirements in case of
concateneting a vowel with a plosiv consonant, and other in
case of concateneting two wowels or a voiced consonant with
a wovel for example. So, in similar manner like above, the

cw concatenetion weight comprises a 
cW basic weight and a

phoneme class depenent concatenation factor 
cf

ccc fWw =
This flexible approach has not only the goal to

emphasize or dump localy the importance of a given
parameter of the target or candidate units, but also is
influencing globally in a positiv manner the whole optimal
unit search algorithm, resulting lower total distance (cost) and
better speech quality than without flexible (factor dependent)
weights.
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3.2. Missing Unit Replacement

Taking into account that the number of triphones theoretically
accouring in the Korean language is about 40,000, from
which about 21,000 occour with very low probabilty, the
adopted speech corpus contains the other most frequent
19,210 triphones. By addopting some criterias of triphone
equivalence, the number of differet triphones implemented is
about 14,778, but covering as specified above all 19,210 most
frequent ones.

 In a previous, intermediate version of the Hansori 2001
TTS, replacement of missing 21,000 triphone units was not
taken into account, respectively it was handeled in a very
simple manner! This was the reason why in very rear
situation, in case of synthesising unrestricted texts not
belonging to the speech corpus, missing units disturbed all the
optimal unit search algorithm. This was the reason why in the
present version we included also an enhenced and automatic
missing triphone unit replacement  technique. This is
mainly based on searching before run time for all theoretically
possible but missing triphone units and generating
automatically an optimal replacement table, which takes into
account phonetic-acoustic similarities between missing and all
present triphone units. For this purpose a triphone to triphone
distance mesure was proposed, implemented and
experimentally tuned to assure optimal speech quality.

4. Development Options

Researching and developing with success in any scientific
area is almost impossible without to have at disposal a proper
environment, research tools and accessories. This is especially
true in the case of speech sciences, because human speech,
speech generation and perception are by far not clearly
objective, being more subjective phenomenon. That’s why we
designed Hansori 2001 simultaneously with some specific
development tools, auxiliary programs, and incorporated in
the synthesizer special options used only during the research
phase.

Especially it is important to obtain detailed information
about all the phases of synthesis, how the rough input text is
analyzed and transformed step by step in phoneme sequences,
about the input and output of the prosody module, how all
these information forms the intermediate target units
sequence, and how the optimal unit sequence searching
algorithm is performing its task.

On the other hand, because during synthesis (unit search)
a huge amount of data is involved, the output format of these
intermediate, internal data should be as user-friendly as
possible, so as to be analyzed easily, giving the highest level
of support. In our implementation there are two main output-
formats of internal data, one in text format, other in
graphical format, both kind saved in specially designated
files.

In this paper we focus on the graphical output format,
giving below some examples. Actually all date designated to
be visualized in graphical format are saved in the form of
wavefiles. In order to be more precise, we mention that not
the saved data are representing some graphical information,
but the way of visualization is graphical. We found this
method to be the most convenient because the results can be
visualized with any “speech tool” like CoolEdit, Praat, or
Gipos and simultaneously with the generated speech file.

Figure 1. is one example in which we used Gipos for
visualizing. The text, which was used for this example, is:

     ������������������ ������������������������������������ ������������������ 									








������������������ ��������� ������������������ ������������������ ������������������.

In romanized transcription:

Weonak yungthongseongi issneun saramini jal
cheoreohal thejyo ama.

Having the meaning:

Because he is so flexible, he may handle things well.

The captured window contains 5 frames, respectively
(from top to the bottom) the synthesized speech file, triphone
unit boundary information, population of triphone units,
location of missing unit replacements and selected units
location (file-number) in the speech database. Other similar
files, not visualized in this example are: target pitch, intensity,
duration contours, selected (optimal) units pitch, intensity,
duration contours; several target distance and concatenation
distance information, summarizing totally 34 different
information wave-files.

5. Experimental Results

The Hansori 2001 Korean TTS introduced above is running in
a trial version at the moment of submission of this paper, an
exhaustive MOS based, naturalness and intelligibility test not
being performed yet.

However it is obvious that the present corpus-based
approach assures by far much higher synthesized speech
quality and this due to the following factors.

First of all, as well-known, any present developed pitch
alteration technique is based on a simplified model of the
speech production organ, so any reprocessing of the speech
signal based on these models is introducing looses of
naturalness. Because corpus based TTS synthesizers are
searching for a suitable unit without to perform modification
of its acoustical parameters, this source of loosing naturalness
is avoided.

On the other hand the optimal unit sequence searching
algorithm takes into account the initial phone-environment of
the candidate units, so automatically the most convenient
unit sequences are favored which are belonging to some
original utterances present in the speech database, without to
apply some rule-based techniques. This feature of the
corpus-based synthesizer assures very high speech quality
especially for utterances containing into national phrases,
words (eojeols) or morphemes comprised in the speech
database (corpus).

During development several prosody generation
techniques and versions were experimented, implemented and
tested. In an initial phase we applied an intonation contour
generation based on the Fujisaki model [5], which we
applied also in the previous non-corpus-based versions of
Hansori (Hansori97), and in a later phase we applied a CART
based intonational model for sentence intonation and word-
tone dictionary for micro-intonation.

However the generated target prosody contours (for the
same utterance, utterances) were more or less different each
from other, depending on the used technique, the generated
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speech’s prosodic feature were modified less then expected.
This is due to the fact that the process of optimal unit search
algorithm is influenced by a higher number of factors, in
which target prosody (pitch, duration and intensity) plays only
a limited role. The conclusion was that in case of corpus-
based TTS synthesizers the output prosody is mainly
determined by the speaker’s initial prosodic features while
uttering and recording the speech corpus.

6. Conclusions, future research

In the present trial version of Hansori 2001 we kept the
classical approach of corpus-based synthesizer, namely we
didn’t apply any signal processing techniques to modify the
prosodic features of the generated speech signal so as to
match 100% the specifications of the target prosody. Smooth
transitions on the level of the units’ boundaries are assured,
from the off-line phase of database coding, however in the
case of units with lower population intensity, pitch or spectral
jumps may occur, which could be perceived as spikes in the
speech signal. Whereas intensity discontinuities can be
handled easily and without significant computational effort,
handling pitch or spectral jumps can be computational more
expensive, and could result in loosing of naturalness as
described in [5] and [6]. However a trade-off in this matter
should be found in the future and experimenting and
implementing this kind of approaches is one of our future
tasks.
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Figure 1. Internal data visualized as wave-files

a) synthesized speech file d) replacement of missing units
b) unit boundaries e) unit location in speech DB
c) unit population 


